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Efficient, generalized delay and power equations are proposed for large scale CMOS circuit analysis
and optimization achieved by transistor and interconnect wire minimization. The proposed model
equations are used to analyze the entire power-delay trade-off with less complexity and faster
computation time. New equations can be adopted to perform the optimization of transistor and
interconnect wire size concurrently. A single stage CMOS circuit and a clock generation block
fabricated in 0.48 um CMOS process are given as experimental examples.
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INTRODUCTION

With CMOS digital circuits and digital systems having

a few million transistors, the analysis at the transistor

level using a circuit simulator requires a powerful

computer, long computation time, and a special

numerical method to handle convergence problems. If

intensive design optimization is needed for CMOS

circuits, it can be impossible, because the design

optimization process requires the iteration of circuit

analysis until the goal of optimization is reached. It is

required to have the best of two simulation approaches:

that is, the high accuracy of circuit simulation at the

transistor level and the fast speed of logic simulation at

the gate level. The unified equations for transistor and

interconnect wire are needed to satisfy design

requirements simultaneously using optimization tools

such as [1–3] for transistor size, [4] only for

interconnect wire sizing and [5] for gate sizing and

buffer insertion. The model formulation section derives

the delay and power equations using the distributed

Elmore delay model [6], the multilevel empirical

interconnect model [7] and input clock delay model

[8]. In the model parameter extraction section, the

method to extract key parameters from MOSFET BSIM

model is introduced.

Two examples are presented in the experimental

results section. Final results are discussed in the

conclusion.

MODEL FORMULATION

Preliminaries

Two resistance parameters (PMOS and NMOS channel

resistance) and four capacitance parameters (drain

capacitance, source capacitance, PMOS gate capacitance,

and NMOS gate capacitance) are used in the model

equation formulation. Resistance and capacitance para-

meters are added into the delay and power model

equations to consider the interconnect wire effect. The

model parameters and definitions used in the derivation of

the delay and power model equations are explained below.

In this paper, we use Rpð pÞ and Rnð pÞ to denote PMOS and

NMOS channel resistance. Let Cdpð pÞ; Cdnð pÞ; Cdpsð pÞ;
Cdnsð pÞ; Cspð pÞ; Csnð pÞ; Cspsð pÞ; Csnsð pÞ; Cnð pÞ; Cgpð pÞ; Cgnð pÞ;
and Cgð pÞ denote PMOS drain capacitance, NMOS drain

capacitance, PMOS drain sum capacitance, NMOS drain

sum capacitance, PMOS source capacitance, NMOS

source capacitance, PMOS source sum capacitance,

NMOS source sum capacitance, sum of Cdn and Csn,
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PMOS gate capacitance, NMOS gate capacitance, gate

sum capacitance of Cgp and Cgn, respectively, where ( p ) is

the number of series transistors. CA is expressed as

pCspð pÞ þ Cdnð pÞ þ Cwð jÞ=2: For the interconnect wires,

RLð jÞ; Cwð jÞ; and CNð jÞ are used to denote wire routing

resistance, wire routing capacitance, and branch capaci-

tance in the metal routing path where Nð jÞ is the number of

branches in the metal routing path. CLð jÞ is the wire routing

sum capacitance having the following expression,

Cwð jÞ=2 þ Cwðiþ1Þ=2 þ CNð jÞ: The transistor channel resist-

ance is expressed as Rnðor pÞk ¼ Anðor pÞk=Wnðor pÞk where

Anðor pÞk is NMOS (or PMOS) unit resistance. The sum

ðCdp þ CspÞ is F1kWnðor pÞk where F1k is the unit sum

ðCdp þ CspÞ capacitance. The interconnect resistance and

capacitance having the interconnect wire information are

given as RLð jÞk ¼ Dð jÞk=Wwð jÞk where Dð jÞ is the unit-width

wire resistance, and Cwð jÞk ¼ Eð jÞkWwð jÞk where Eð jÞ is the

unit-width wire capacitance. The load capacitance at the

end node is expressed as CLð jÞk ¼ Eð jÞk=2Wwð jÞk þ CLðloadÞ:
When Csp1k ¼ Csp2k ¼ · · · ¼ Cspð pÞk and Cdn1k ¼ Cdn2k ¼

· · · ¼ Cdnð pÞk; the total capacitance at node A shown in

Fig. 2, denoted as CAnðor pÞ; is expressed as follows:

CAnðor pÞk ¼ JkWnðor pÞk þ KkWpðor nÞk þ 1=2E1kWw1k: The

model parameters defined in this section are obtained by

the method described in the parameter extraction section.

Delay Model Equations

Figure 1 shows the single input delay model including the

interconnect wire. Rise and fall times are estimated by a

useful method of RC chain approximation. RC approxi-

mation allows us to compute the delay time with a

reasonable accuracy. This RC approximation is derived

by the Elmore delay model. Modeling techniques by

resistance and capacitance approximation are very useful

in analyzing VLSI circuits with less computation time. It

is extremely useful to optimize the design parameters

where the model equations have non-linear functions with

many variables. The average delay time is obtained

by taking an average of the rise and fall delay

times. The delay of a logic inverter can be expressed as

FIGURE 2 NAND delay and power models having N-inputs and J interconnect wires.

FIGURE 1 Inverter delay and power model having one interconnect metal layer and output load.
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Tdav ¼ ðTdr þ TdfÞ=2 ¼ 0:5{Rp1ðCA þ CL1Þ þ Rn1ðCA þ

CL1Þ þ 2RL1CL} where CA ¼ Csp1 þ Cdn1 þ Cw1=2 and

CL1 ¼ Cw1=2 þ CL: The delay model equation for two

inputs (NAND or NOR) is similar to the inverter delay

model except that it has additional resistance and

capacitance.

Tdav ¼ ðTdr þ TdfÞ=2

¼ 0:5{Rp1ðC1 þ CA þ CL1Þ þ Rn2ðC1 þ CA þ CL1Þ

þ Rn1ðC1 þ CA þ CL1Þ þ 2RLCL1

where CA ¼ 2Csp1 þ Cdn1 þ Cw1=2; CL1 ¼ Cw1=2 þ CL:
The general rise time with p inputs and j interconnect

wires is approximated using the rise model shown in

Fig. 2,

TdrðNANDÞ ¼ Rp1½Cð p21Þ þ · · · þ C2 þ C1 þ CA þ CL1

þ CL2 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ Rn1½Cð p21Þ þ · · ·

þ C2 þ C1� þ Rn2½Cð p21Þ þ · · · þ C3

þ C2� þ · · · þ Rnð p21ÞCð p21Þ þ RL1½CL1

þ CL2 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ RL2½CL2 þ CL3

þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ · · · þ RLð jÞCLð jÞ

The general equation for fall delay time is expressed as

TdfðNANDÞ ¼ Rnð pÞ½Cð p21Þ þ · · · þ C2 þ C1 þ CA þ CL1

þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ Rnð p21Þ½Cð p22Þ þ · · ·

þ C2 þ C1 þ CA þ CL1 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ�

þ Rnð p22Þ½Cð p23Þ þ · · · þ C2 þ C1 þ CA

þ CL1 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ · · · þ Rn1½CA

þ CL1 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ RL1½CL1 þ CL2

þ · · · þ CLð jÞ� þ RL2½CL2 þ CL3 þ · · ·

þ CLð jÞ� þ · · · þ RLð jÞCLð jÞ

By taking the average of rise and fall delay times the

generalized average delay with p inputs and j interconnect

wires is given by

Tdav NANDðor NORÞ

¼ 0:5{Rp1ðor n1Þ½Cð p21Þ þ · · · þ C2

þ C1 þ CA þ CL1 þ CL2 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ�

þ 2Rnðor pÞ½Cð p21Þ þ · · · þ C2 þ C1� þ 2Rnðor pÞ½Cð p21Þ

þ · · · þ C3 þ C2� þ · · · þ 2Rnðor pÞCð p21Þ

þ pRnðor pÞ½CA þ CL1 þ CL2 þ · · · þ CLð jÞ�

þ 2RL1½CL1 þ · · · þ CLð j21Þ þ CLð jÞ�

þ 2RL2½CL2 þ · · · þ CLð j21Þ þ CLð jÞ�

þ · · · þ 2RLð jÞCLð jÞ}

ð1Þ

By substituting the model parameters defined in 2.1

Preliminaries into Eq. (1), the delay equation is expressed

as a function of transistor and interconnect wire size. If

one metal wire is used between drivers, Fð p21Þ ¼

Fð p22Þ ¼ · · · ¼ F1; and Cð p21Þ ¼ Cð p22Þ ¼ · · · ¼ C1; (1)

is further simplified as

Tdav ¼ a1X1X21
2 þ a2X3X21

2 þ a3X5X21
2

þ a4X4X21
2 þ a5X2X21

1 þ a6X3X21
1

þ a7X5X21
1 þ a8X4X21

1 þ a9X5X21
3

þ a10X4X21
3 þ a11 ð2Þ

where Wn ¼ X1; Wp ¼ X2; Ww ¼ X3; Wn2 ¼ X4; Wp2 ¼

X5; a1 ¼ ðApð p 2 1ÞF þ ApKÞ=2; a2 ¼ ApE1=2; a3 ¼

ApBp=2; a4 ¼ ApBn=2; a5 ¼ pAnJ=2; a6 ¼ pAnE1=2; a7 ¼

pAnBp=2; a8 ¼ pAnBn=2; a9 ¼ D1Bp; a10 ¼ D1Bn; a11 ¼

1=2½ApJ þ AnFð p 2 1Þp þ pAnK þ D1E1�:
Next, the M-stage and N-input delay model equation

including the interconnect wire effect is derived. The

delay equation is a general equation, which is used for any

large CMOS circuit. The model of the M-stage and

N-input delay is shown in Fig. 3. When the effect of input

FIGURE 3 M-stage delay model including N-input gate delay.
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transition is incorporated, the total stage delay along

the critical path including gate delay and interconnect wire

delay is given as

TDðM stage delayÞ ¼ SD1 þ SD2 þ SD3 þ SD4· · · þ SDm

¼ ð1 þ aþ a2 þ · · · þ am21ÞDc

þ ð1 þ aþ a2 þ · · · þ am22ÞD2

þ ð1 þ aþ a2 þ · · · þ am23ÞD3

þ · · · þ a0Dm

ð3Þ

where a ¼ ð1 þ 2jVT j=VDDÞ=3; Tr is the clock slope, and

Dm is the stage delay at m stage.

SD1 ¼ D1 þ a1Tr ¼ Dc

SD2 ¼ D2 þ aDc

SD3 ¼ D3 þ aD2 þ a2Dc

SD4 ¼ D4 þ aD3 þ a2D2 þ a3Dc

SDm ¼ Dm þ aðSDðm21Þ 2 SDðm22ÞÞ

¼ Dm þ aDðm21Þ þ a2Dðm22Þ þ · · · þ am21Dc

Power Model Equations

Power consumption for CMOS circuits is expressed as

the sum of the dynamic power component, the short-

circuit power component, and the DC leakage com-

ponent, given as

Pd ¼ kCL f pV2
DD þ ISCVDD þ IleakageVDD ð4Þ

where k is the switching factor, CL is the output load

capacitance, VDD is the supply voltage, fP is the operating

frequency, ISC is the short-circuit current, and Ileakage is

the DC leakage current. Dynamic power consumption

occurs when the current charges the transistor load

capacitance from the supply voltage, and discharges to

the ground. The switching factor is related to the

transition probability of the input signals. In the case of

static logic the switching factor depends on the previous

logic state while in dynamic logic it is up to the input

signal probability. Another source of power consumption

is the direct current flow between the power supply and

the ground, which exists for a short time. When the input

voltage is in the range Vtn , Vin , VDD 2 Vtp, P and N,

type transistors are on simultaneously, and then current

flows through a direct path between the power supply and

the ground. The short circuit current is dependent upon

the rise and fall times of the input signal, the threshold

voltage, and the ratio of channel-width to channel-length.

The average short circuit current can be minimized when

input rise and fall times are much faster than the clock

period. There are two types of DC leakage currents: one

is the sub-threshold leakage current, and the other is the

reverse bias leakage current. The sub-threshold leakage

occurs due to carrier diffusion between the source and the

drain. The source-drain current in the sub-threshold

region is particularly important for the short channel low

power circuits, because it affects the standby static power

consumption. The second leakage component is the

parasitic diode leakage current between the drain (or

source) and the substrate. The short-circuit and leakage

power can be incorporated in the power model by adding

the process dependent parameters, h1 and h2 to the total

power. In order to get the dynamic power, assume that

the rise and fall times of the input signals are much faster

than the clock period, and that there are Vt drops in the

MOSFET channel resistance series as shown in Fig. 2.

After integrating the equation, PdðaveÞ ¼ 1=T
Ð t2

t1
vðtÞiðtÞdt;

the average dynamic power is given as

PdðaveÞ ¼ 1=T
�

C1v2
1 þ · · · þ C2v2

2 þ · · · þ Cð p21Þv
2
ð p21Þ

þ C1v2
1 þ ½CA þ CL1 þ · · · þ CLn�V

2
dd

�

The transmission of logic one (Vdd) is degraded as it

passes through the NMOS gate. If considering Vt drop in

the transistor series, the average dynamic power is

PdðaveÞ ¼ 1=TV2
dd{C1K þ CA þ CL1 þ · · · þ CLn}

where K ¼
Pp

s¼1ð1 2 ð p 2 sÞVt=VddÞ
2, v1 ¼ Vdd 2 Vt

v2 ¼ Vdd 2 2Vt; . . .; vð p21Þ ¼ Vdd 2 ð p 2 1ÞVt:
The dynamic power is expressed as a function of the

transistor size and interconnect wire size.

PdðaveÞ ¼ 1=T VddVdd{ðFcK þ KcÞX1 þ KcX2 þ jEX3

þ BpX5 þ BnX4}

Accordingly, the dynamic power for one stage is given

as Pd ¼ b1X1 þ b2X2 þ b3X3 þ b4X4 þ b5X5: The total

power model equation is obtained from the dynamic

power and two parameters, h1 and h2.

PdðaveÞ ¼ h1ðb1 þ ab1ÞX1 þ b3X3 þ b4X4

þ b5X5 þ h2

ð5Þ

where Wn ¼ X1; Wp ¼ X2; Ww ¼ X3; Wn2 ¼ X4; Wp2 ¼

X5; b1 ¼ V2
dd½FcK þ Kc�=T; b2 ¼ V2

ddJc=T ; b3 ¼

V2
ddJEm=T ; b4 ¼ V2

ddBn=T; b5 ¼ V2
ddBp=T; a ¼ X2=X1:

h1 and h2 are process dependent parameters that include

leakage and short-circuit power components. The single

stage dynamic power is a nonlinear function for the

reason that the interconnect capacitance is a nonlinear

function of the interconnect wire size. However, it can

be approximated by a piece-wise linear function.

The M-stage N-input total power is obtained by
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summing the power consumption of each stage.

Ptotal ¼ SP1 þ SP2 þ · · · þ SPðkÞ;

k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .;m
ð6Þ

where SPðmÞ ¼ b1mX1m þ b2mX2m þ b3mX3m þ b4mX4m þ

b5mX5m is the total power at m stage.

MODEL PARAMETER EXTRACTION

When the drain current is determined, the channel

resistance is calculated by Ohm’s law. However, due to

the complexity of the current equation, the channel

resistance is expressed as a non-linear function with

many variables. The exact analytical and semi-analytical

transistor models are used for high accuracy in the

CMOS circuit simulations. However, when the number

of transistors gets larger in CMOS VLSI circuit designs,

it is necessary to find a stable solution without

numerical convergence problems. Simulations with

exact models usually require a long computation time.

An empirical model for the channel resistance is

obtained using the process based MOSFET models. One

such model, useful in approximating the behavior of the

voltage and current characteristic of the MOSFET,

relates the channel resistance to the gate size. The

transistor channel resistance is expressed as RðonÞ ¼

Vds=Ids < A=W where the unit resistance, A, is

determined by the SPICE simulation. The unit channel

resistance is shown in Fig. 4.

The gate capacitance is given by the sum of the oxide

(Cox) and semiconductor (Cs) capacitances, and is a non-

linear equation. The empirical model parameters for

the gate capacitance are obtained by C ¼ QðtÞ=DV

where the charge, Q, is calculated by the SPICE

simulation. The total gate capacitance, CgðtotÞ; is

comprised of Cgn ¼ BnWn and Cgp ¼ BpWp where Bn

and Bp are the NMOS and PMOS unit capacitance,

respectively. They are shown in Fig. 5.

The unit gate capacitance is used as a basic

parameter in the delay and power model equations.

The parameters for the drain and source capacitances

are also given by the same model used for the gate.

The drain and source capacitances are expressed in the

transistor size terms, Cdsn ¼ KcWn and Cdsp ¼ JcWp

where Kc and Jc are the drain/source unit capacitance

for NMOS and PMOS transistors shown in Fig. 6.

The multi-level interconnect wire resistance, which is

used to make the interconnection between the drivers,

is expressed as RðtotÞ ¼ rs1ðL1=W1Þ þ rs2ðL2=W2Þ þ

· · · þ rsnðLn=WnÞ where rs is the sheet resistance. The

interconnect resistance is simply obtained by multiply-

ing the sheet resistance by the ratio of the metal length

FIGURE 4 Unit channel resistance [ohm] versus transistor channel
width [mm] with strong (ST) and weak (WK) BSIM model.

FIGURE 5 Gate unit capacitance [F] versus gate size [mm] with weak
(wk) BSIM model.

FIGURE 6 Drain and source unit capacitance [F] vs. width [mm].
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to metal width of the interconnect wires. The

interconnect resistance can be expressed in terms of

the metal wire width, Ww

RðmetalÞ ¼ rsðmetalÞL
1

Ww

< Dm

1

Ww

ð7Þ

Capacitance models for multilevel interconnect wiring

are quite complex. Three dimensional field simulators

can be used to calculate the metal capacitance.

However, they are constrained to simulate a few

physical configurations and are too complex to handle

many different configurations. Empirical modeling

approaches overcome these problems with a reasonable

accuracy. Multilevel empirical models [6] are used to

calculate the parasitic capacitance of M1, M2 and M3.

The approach uses three primitive structures to construct

multilevel metal configurations. Three basic capaci-

tances are line-to-line, line-to-ground, and cross-over

capacitance.

Figure 7 shows the capacitance components and

geometrical parameters. The interconnect capacitance is

a non-linear function of the metal width. However, it is

expressed as a linear function using a piece-wise linear

approximation:

Cw < EmWw ð8Þ

where Em is the unit metal capacitance. Figure 8 shows

the M1, M2 and M3 interconnect capacitance per unit

area.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As an example, consider the single stage CMOS circuit

having an interconnect routing wire and an output load

ðP=N ¼ 40mm=20mmÞ: Delay, power, and power-delay

product are plotted as a function of the transistor width

shown in Figs. 9–11. Open circle symbols are SPICE

simulation data, and open triangle symbols are calculation

data from the delay and power equations.

Calculation results of the model equations closely

match the SPICE simulations. There is about 3–8%

mismatch between the model and SPICE, depending on

the transistor size, Wnðor pÞ: The computation time of

delay and power by the new model equations is much

FIGURE 7 Interconnect wire capacitance components and geometrical parameters for three metal layers.

FIGURE 8 M1, M2, and M3 interconnect capacitance per unit area
versus transistor width.
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faster than the SPICE simulation. A practical clock

generation block is presented as the other example to

provide comparison data among the model, SPICE, and

silicon. Figure 12 shows the critical path of the test

clock circuit.

SPICE simulation data (,3.3 ns) has less delay than

the measured silicon data (,3.7 ns). This is because

the effect of routing wire RC delay is not included

properly in the SPICE simulation model. The SPICE

simulations are shown in Fig. 13. Clock delay data

(,3.859 ns), calculated by the model, is close to the

measured data because more accurate interconnect wire

models are included in the model equations. A

photomicrograph of the fabricated test clock circuit is

shown in Fig. 14. The test clock circuit is fabricated in

0.48 mm CMOS triple metal process technology.

Figure 15 shows the waveforms generated from the

XY data of a digital oscilloscope.

When the effect of the transition time is incorporated,

the delay along the clock path is calculated by

T tot ¼ Tad þ W1Tbd þ W2Tcd þ W3Tdd þ W4Ted

þ W5Tfd þ W6Tgd þ W7Thd þ W8Tid þ W9Tjd

þ W10Tkd þ W10Tld

¼ 3:859ns

where Wk ¼
Pn2k

i¼0 ½1=3ð1 þ 2jVtj=VDDÞ�
i

Tad ¼ Ram1ðCam1 þ Cam2 þ 62:5Bp þ 93:75BnÞ

þ Ram2ðCam2 þ 62:5Bp þ 93:75BnÞ;

Tbd ¼ Anð82:5Kc þ 60Bp þ 95BnÞ=20; Tcd ¼ Apð55Kc þ

126Bp þ 18BnÞ=40; Tdd ¼ Anð9Kc þ 20Bp þ 10BnÞ=3;
Ted ¼ Apð30Kc þ 50BnÞ=20; Tfd ¼ Anð130Kc þ 305Bp þ

125BnÞ=50; Tgd ¼ Apð310Kc þ 310Bp þ 255Bn þ Cgm2 þ

Cgm3 þ 15Bp þ 15Bp þ45BnÞ=220 þ Rgm3 ðCgm2 þ

Cgm3=2 þ15Bp þ45BnÞ þRgm2 ðCgm2=2 þ 115Bp þ

45BnÞ; Thd ¼ Anð90Kc þ 70Bp þ 50BnÞ=45; Tid ¼

Apð90Kc þ Cim2 þCim3 þ172Bp þ111BnÞ=60 þ Rim3

ðCim2 þCim3=2 þ 172Bp þ111BnÞ þ Rim2ðCim2=2 þ

172Bp þ111BnÞ; Tjd ¼ Anð50Kc þ90Kc þ 20Bp þ

10BnÞ=30 þ An ð45Kc þ20Bp þ 10BnÞ=60; Tkd ¼

Apð30Kc þ 30Bp þ 25BnÞ=20; Tld ¼ Anð20Kc þ 10Bp þ

5BnÞ=10; Vt ¼ 0:7; Vdd ¼ 2:9; Ap ¼ 1:73e þ 4; An ¼

9:56e þ 3; Bp ¼ 1:93e 2 15; Bn ¼ 1:77e 2 15; Kc ¼

8:96e 2 16; Ram1 ¼ 46:2; Cam1 ¼ 4:124e 2 14; Ram2 ¼

8:0; Cam2 ¼ 2:852e 2 14; Rgm2 ¼ 28:0; Cgm2 ¼ 9:937e 2

14; Rgm3 ¼ 69:3;Cgm3 ¼ 2:729e 2 13; Rim2 ¼ 3:0;Cim2 ¼

1:081e 2 14; Rim3 ¼ 277:8 and Cim3 ¼ 1:093e 2 2:
FIGURE 10 Power [W] comparison between model and SPICE for a
single stage.

FIGURE 11 Power-delay product [S·W] comparison between model
and SPICE for a single stage.

FIGURE 9 Delay [S] comparison between model and SPICE for a
single stage.
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CONCLUSION

Two experimental examples show that the calculated data

using the new delay and power equations closely match

the result of SPICE. However, a small discrepancy

between the model equations and SPICE simulation

results from a linear and piece-wise linear approximation

of the model parameters extracted from the BSIM

transistor models. This implies that the accuracy of the

new equations can be improved by adding more model

parameters, depending on the range of the transistor and

interconnect wire size. The computation time of the

delay-power equations is much faster than the SPICE

simulation time, which depends on the size of circuits.

The model equations can be used for optimizing the

FIGURE 13 SPICE simulation outputs.

FIGURE 12 Critical clock generation path.

FIGURE 14 Photomicrograph of the fabricated clock generation block
using 0.48mm CMOS triple metal process.
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power-delay trade-off. They are also used to analyze the

static gate and the interconnect wire delay simultaneously.

For future work, an optimization algorithm to handle large

design parameters expressed by delay-power equations

needs to be developed as well as the accuracy

improvement of the model parameters (Table I).
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TABLE I Summary of model parameters

Parameter Model Value Remarks

An Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 1.21e þ 04–9.32e þ 03 [ohms/mm] NMOS unit resistance
Ap Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 2.14e þ 04–1.73e þ 04 [ohms/mm] PMOS unit resistance
Bn Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 1.77e 2 15–1.65e 2 15 [F/mm] N unit gate capacitance
Bp Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 1.93e 2 15–1.90e 2 15 [F/mm] P unit gate capacitance
Fc Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 1.63e 2 15–2.07e 2 15 [F/mm] Unit Cs þ Cd

Kc Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 8.96e 2 16–9.42e 2 16 [F/mm] NMOS unit Cd

Jc Slow (23s )–Fast (þ3s ) 7.07e 2 16–1.13e 2 15 [F/mm] PMOS unit Cs

Dm1 44.0e 2 02 [ohms] Unit M1 resistance
Dm2 1.00e 2 01 [ohms] Unit M2 resistance
Dm3 6.00e 2 02 [ohms] Unit M3 resistance
Em1 W # 1mm 2.80e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M1 capacitance

2mm # W # 5mm 2.03e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M1 capacitance
6mm # W # 8mm 1.81e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M1 capacitance
9mm # W 1.76e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M1 capacitance

Em2 W # 1mm 2.60e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M2 capacitance
2mm # W # 5mm 1.86e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M2 capacitance
6mm # W # 8mm 1.65e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M2 capacitance
9mm # W 1.60e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M2 capacitance

Em3 W # 1mm 1.74e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M3 capacitance
2mm # W # 5mm 1.12e 2 16 [F/mm] Unit M3 capacitance
6mm # W # 8mm 9.47e 2 17 [F/mm] Unit M3 capacitance
9mm # W 9.08e 2 17 [F/mm] Unit M3 capacitance
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